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At this point, a lady walks into her and introduces herself as Dr Khans daughter, Neha (played by
Kareena Kapoor). The scene is set on the beach, and the lady informs Kaira that she needs help with
her therapy. Kaira reluctantly agrees, and they sit down for a quick chat. This sets the stage for the
rest of the movie. Alia Bhatt and Kareena Kapoor share a powerful screen-coupling. In the sessions,
Dr Khans is a distant father-like figure who tells Kaira that he doesnt need to be with her for her to

be successful. He tells her to be herself, and as a cinematographer, he wants her to be a self-reliant
adult. Dr Khans is seen walking around the beach, and over the course of the therapy, Kaira narrates

what she feels is Dr Khans life story. Dr Khans daughter, Neha, then comes to the stage to narrate
the stories of her late parents. We are given yet another emotional rollercoaster ride of sorts, and it
is here that we begin to learn just what Dr Khans daughter was. The movie reminds us of the fact
that we are all people, and we have to talk to ourselves. We are the ones who we become, and we
are the ones who get up the next day and lead our lives. Kaira has more therapy sessions with Dr
Khan on the beach. The sessions do not have times limits, and Dr Khan brings his daughter along

with him. We are told that this is how Dr Khans therapy sessions were, and we are told that he had a
bell with him that he would ring whenever he was through with a session. From the moment Dr Khan

utters, I am finished, to all the sessions that they would have after that, the story of Dr Khans life
unfolds with elaborate detail, and it is revealed how he escaped from India and came to US, falling in
love, living in the New York mafia, getting into drugs, being a cocaine user, getting married, having
twin sons, and much more. Over the course of the sessions, you find out that Dr Khans daughter is
bipolar, and that he is a borderline personality, and that he is going through a mid-life crisis. The

very last session is where we find out that Dr Khans daughter is starting her own practice, which is
not surprising since the lines that Kaira has been repeating through out the movie are very much Dr
Khans. After all, we are the ones who become the characters in our lives, and the story that Dr Khans

is narrating in his therapy sessions are our stories as well.
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August 21, is a special day. For many people around the world, itll be a day to celebrate their love. I
was able to celebrate love on August 21, Akshay Kumar and Madhuri Desai, love on August 21, 2012.
Dear Zindagi is a movie which sets the bar way above where it should be. It s a sad day in the Dear

Zindagis! I wonder if the film is a culmination of all our aching to have a fun time with the kids
because whats the point of having great times otherwise? And yet, the film does not make it

altogether clear why Karan Johar would have chosen to make a movie with two actors against who
everyone says he and his movie company are making a movie. Movies are fun. However, I would like
to ask for less cussing and more pointing and gestures that actually connect with what is happening.
I know a lot of parents are just scared to ask their children to sit on the floor during a screening for

fear that something will happen to the kids. Ive been there myself. Dear Zindagi was a fun film,
which was the only film in which I did not have a problem with kids in my house. I would love the day
on which I will not hear other people talking about how great is this movie, how powerful it was, and I
would love the day on which I will not have any regrets! On the other hand, the entire film feels like
a play with Shashi playing a character. This is the same thing that has happened every time Karan
Johar has made a Karan Johar film. The characters are not real. They are caricatures. That s fine. At
the end of the day, the thing that mattered is that when people laughed, it did not feel real. Karan
Johar films are always written and directed by one person, and that is why they are called Karan

Johar films and this becomes relevant in movies where people are hiding behind masks, making the
story their own. This has never worked out before, except for Karan Johar s family films. Karan has

his wife Laila Ali and his son Farhan, but this time, the other people in the film have no better sense
of reality than the characters. Its a play. 5ec8ef588b
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